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Dundas Street, in the downtown core are set to change mid-September. City crews are putting up roundabout crossings in the area to help when intersections are fully traffic-
calming, which will be mid-September. This is when City crews will start to round up the corners of streets and place the signs. Traffic lights will start to go dark, which will add

to the safety of motorists in the area, and encourage motorists to slow down. "Traffic signals are an important safety tool, but their unreliability and absence at some
intersections can cause dangerous delays," said Anne Marie Aikins, City of Saskatoon director of transit and roads. "In busy areas, there is a need for a dependable, consistent

and predictable crossing point that encourages drivers to slow down and be more attentive on these busy roads." City of Saskatoon traffic engineer Samuel Chase said the
roundabouts make it easier to plan for traffic at intersections. "It lets you know how your traffic is going to flow before you even turn your lights on," he said. Chase said city

crews will work to connect the roundabouts to city streets and to ensure that all connections are safe for motorists and pedestrians. 'It can help you make good decisions' The
City of Saskatoon has already moved two roundabouts from protected intersections in August. In each case, crews moved the roundabout to an unprotected intersection and
improved the area by closing lanes. Roundabouts are widely used in other countries such as the Netherlands, New Zealand and Australia, and Saskatoon is trying to install a

roundabout in the Cambrian Suburb by early 2018. Some residents in the area are concerned that adding roundabouts will create more traffic accidents. Chase said the
roundabout will eventually help with that, but residents can expect an increase in speed. "They will generally increase the traffic speeds in that area," he said. "Roundabouts

are more efficient, but if you look at traffic studies, you will see that traffic speeds in some intersections have actually increased in roundabout intersections as the roundabout
takes traffic lanes from traffic and brings those lanes back to the motorists and pedestrians."Union government officials killed in Karachi blast 6d1f23a050
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